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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
PERTH - 18th September 2020

R1 - KILCOY | 12:57 | AUD $17,000 |  SPRING INTO SPRING (BM62)

77 OUR ARIANA
Dual acceptor. Handy mare racing in good form, nished mid eld last time when fourth but
beaten only 0.9 lengths over 1000m. Racing well and rates among the top chances.

22 SEE FOR YOURSELF
First run back from a spell was at Bundaberg when third over 850m on September 5. Will bene t
from ideal run in transit from inside barrier. Rates as being one of the main contenders.

88 CHARLIE SPHENE Two good runs this time in and fitter now. Leading hope.

11 CHOCOLATE OREO
Back from a eight months spell following 0.8 lengths win over 1050m at Miles. Consistent fresh
up record and expected to prove hard to beat.

55 TOUJOURS L'AMOUR
Hit and miss runner scored once this campaign and unable to replicate that form since. Rates
well on best efforts and can do better this time.

R2 - KILCOY | 13:34 | AUD $17,000 |  RAHEEN STUD HCP (C5)

33 LYRICAL PRINCE
Not disgraced in small elds of late and racing very genuinely at present. Last start ran third
when in the market at Gold Coast over 1300m. Good chance on best.

44 MUSIC AWARD
Was well beaten at Sunshine Coast when eighth before being sent for a spell. Ran third in a trial
leading into this and is from top yard. Not out of it.

11 BEST GUESS
Honest type who resumed from a spell when fourth over 850m at Bundaberg and will be much
improved. Rates strongly and is one of the main hopes.

22 SECRET SPIRIT
Stepping out to this track for the rst time but rates well at this trip. Overlook recent form and
looks better suited here. Expect strong showing.

99 ZOFF 'N' OFF
Form since resuming has been disappointing, last start ran in 11th over 1200m at Sunshine
Coast. Disappointing latest but may bounce back.

R3 - KILCOY | 14:12 | AUD $17,000 |  MOUNTAIN FAIRVIEW STUD (BM58)

22 STUDLY ROOSTER
Led all the way last start and came away with a win at this track over 1400m on September 5.
Will appreciate some weight relief with 2kg claim.

55 SUPERVISOR
Seven-year-old gelding who has a liking for this distance with multiple wins at this journey. Will
be hitting the line hard.

33 CONQUERING JUDAS
Fitter for two runs from a spell and wasn’t far away when fourth over 1400m at Gold Coast. Fitter
again and rates among the better hopes.

1010 DER SIEGER
Broke through two back but ran well below best latest when a 12 length 12th over 1200m at
Sunshine Coast.

66 SAN PIERRE
Finished fth last start over 1300m at Gold Coast. Rarely wins, with just 2 successes from 21
starts. Rates well and is among the chances.

R4 - KILCOY | 14:50 | AUD $17,000 |  29TH NOVEMBER KILCOY XMAS (C1)

44 BLACKJACK ROSE
Resumes today after scoring her maiden win two back in her debut campaign. Rates highly
today.

55 CANDY FLOSS
Form since resuming has been disappointing, last start ran in seventh over 1200m at Doomben.
Has the ability and can bounce back on best form.

22 LIVE MUSIC
Broke through for his rst win at Warwick over 1500m in June. Since gone for a short spell and
resumes here. Has a low draw. The one to beat in this field.

33 HAUNTED HOUSE
Dual acceptor. Scored latest over 950m at Yeppoon and will carry less weight here. Rates highly
and expected to go close again.

77 HALLSIDE HOT STUFF
Needs to bounce back after an underwhelming performance last start, if he can replicate the
form of a third place run at Toowoomba two back then he can stack up today. Well held latest
and prefer the place.
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R5 - CARNARVON | 15:35 | AUD $12,000 |  R SHANKS-NOR WEST LEGEND-BM50

66 SWANKY LASS
Almost found the win last start running a close 0.8 lengths second at this track over 1200m.
Looks a good chance on that form.

22 DAM LUCKY Just pipped a head at this track over 1000m in most recent effort. Will take beating.

77 KNUCKLE DOWN
Finished seventh last start over 1200m at this track. Rarely wins, with just 2 successes from 40
starts. Rates highly on best form and expected to be in the finish.

11 SWEET TALKIN'
Doesn’t win out of turn and ran below par last time when ninth over 1200m at this track and
beaten 8 lengths. Rates well on best efforts and is among the chances.

44 DASH FOR KNICKERS
Scored maiden win over 1200m two back at this track then missed last time at this track when
11th. Has ability and looks an each way hope.

R6 - CARNARVON | 16:05 | AUD $12,000 |  GRANTHAM HORSE TRANSPORT (C3)

33 CARMURLEA
Progressive and lightly raced mare. Last time recorded a head win over 1000m at this track. Has
the ability and looks one of the major players.

55 FAMILY DISCUSSION
Doesn't win often and last win was well over a year ago. Latest when a 6 length 13th over 1400m
at Geraldton. Rates higher in this field and expected to measure up.

44 DENGA
Made a return to form with a second place nish over 1200m at Junction when well in the
market. Making headway every start. Rates strongly.

77 INDRIEL
Doesn't win often and last win was nearly two and a half years ago. Latest when a 9 length third
over 1200m at Junction. Rates higher in this field and expected to measure up.

22 REBELLIONAIRE
Was solid when resuming at this track, although fth was only beaten 2.5 lengths. A threat in
this line up.

R7 - CARNARVON | 16:45 | AUD $12,000 |  DALMACIJA FUNCTION CTRE-BM56

77 RETRIBUTION
Was underwhelming last time out as favourite. Showed his better form two back placing second
at this track over 1400m. Rates a winning chance.

11 FERNGROVE Good winner two back and just as good last time when second. Ratings are there to win this.

44 KLONDIKE KENNY
Broke a drought when returning to winning form last start over 1000m at this track. Back in form
and looks one of the chances.

88 URBAN GIRL
Had a streak of wins broken last time out when third at this track. Backs up quickly today, so
worth giving another chance.

22 GOLDEN ACRES
Broke through for an overdue win last time over 1400m at this track. Returned to form and bold
showing expected again.

R8 - CARNARVON | 17:20 | AUD $12,000 |  THANKS EVERYONE 2020 (BM56 )

22 MAJORA'S MASK
Doesn't win often and last win was more than a year ago. Latest when a 4 length sixth over
2000m at this track. Has the ability and looks one of the major players.

55 JENABEL
Got home nicely without threatening to nish seventh over 2000m at this track and stretches out
in journey here. Looks well placed here and capable of going close.

1212 SHREWD GAMBLE
Out of the placings last time when fourth over 1600m at this track but did win the start prior.
Form good for this. Expected to go close.

88 SHIVERS OF JOY
Has been racing well in recent times including a win two starts back at this track before running
third at this track last start. Current form suggests will be competitive here.

99 BULL BAILEY
Doesn't win often and last win was two years ago. Latest when a 14 length fourth over 1900m at
Junction. Has the ability and can run a forward race.


